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PRTSIDETflT'S CORNER

Not much to say this month since mail
activity has been low and everyone seems to
be busy with other projects. We did receive
a donation of an IBIII comPatible computer and
monitor from Like Computers of San Diego owner
Rick Keerikoolparn. It has one 5 l/4" disk
drive and a lOmb hard drive and I am donating
a copy of the Framework II integrated software
package. I hope this will enable us now to
begin cataloging the library since the computer
will be located in the hanger next to the files
which will make it convienent for anyone to
help with this project.

The only piece to the system we currently
don't have is a printer. We only need a simple
dot matrix printer, such as. an Epson FX/MX
series, Star Gemini, etc., and the appropriate
CPU card to drive it. If anyone out there has
an old one they would like to get rid of let
us know.

As you will see in the Minutes, we had a
short discussion on the issue of not having
meetings during the summer. I would appreciate
comments at the next several meetings from
those who attend regularly as to whether it
will impact their enthusiasim for the goals
of TWITT. f would also Iike to hear from those
of you don't attend as to whether you would
like getting more technical material versus
minutes of meetings which at times do not deal
directly with flying wings. Please let us know
what you think so \^re can make the right
decision on this.

WeII, that is all I can think of for this
month. Besides it leaves more room for the
things you guys are really interested in.

Andy

showing us his new conceived design. For some
reason Arnold Thierens did not arrive for his
presentation on the JetVet. He also announced
that since there was such a small turnout the
raffle would not be held. (See the program
announcement for the November meeting to see
what it was and wiJ-l be.)

Andy reminded those present that TWITT hats
were available for SB each, back issues of the
newsletter were S.75 each ($1.58 foreign) and
that information packets r^rere S2 ( including
one newsletter). Bob has printed enough of
these to keep some on hand at the hanger and
home, so if someone !s interested they can get
information right away by just stopping off
at the hanger Mon - Thurs, Sat & Sun after
about 11:30AM.

Andy then showed the group an English
translation the French LE CARRERES catalog of
old books, magazines, brochures covering
various fields of flight. This was done for
us by Stewart Midwinter or Calgary, Alberta
Canada. (The first two pages are reproduced
elsewhere in the newsletter and has been added
to our advertisement section for those of you
who maybe interested. )

Andy then opened the floor to discussion
of the idea of not having meetings during the
summer. one person spoke up in favor and one
with a disapproval. Budd Love felt that. it
would be a mistake to cancel that many meetings
in a row, and that the group could loose its
momentum. Andy explained the reason for the
suggestion being the difficulty in obtaining
quality programs during the summer and the low
member turnout due to vacations, the heat, etc.
The benefit would be the publishing of more
technical data in place of the minutes during
those months, since the newsletter would still
be sent. The issue needs further discussion
during subseguent meetins, and hopefully,
others will let us know what they think through
the mail. If it appeared there would be no
Ioss in enthusiasim for TWITT by doing this,
it will probably happen, so PLEASE let us know
your thoughts.

Andy then asked Jerry Blumenthal to come
up and show us his latest project. Jerry has
been drawing up a number of new ideas (see the
cover of the October 1990 Newsletter) and this
month had a flying model of his current master
stroke at solving flying wing problems. He
told us that he had a intuition that there were
some things wrong with the current thoughts
and designs of flying wings. Among these
faults were: bent spars, either swepted back
or forward due to the changes in load factors;
short tail momentsi controls usually subtract
from the lifting wing area; and, Iittle. if
dDy, directional stability.

His new design is an attempt to rectify
these things. He calls it a canard flying
wing, since it has lifting area ahead of the
main wing and that the two are blended together
to make a one wing design. ft has inherent
directional stability, plenty of longitudanal
stability and its lateral stabilty is fine due
to the upturned tips since they are behind the
CG providing lateral area. He plans on putting

NOVEMBER PROGRAM

Phillip Burgers, TWITT Secretary, educator,
and aeronautical engineer, will be speaking
about his experiences with a research of Dr.
Horten and his flying wings. Phillip will
have viewgraphs and handouts to supplement his
talk and stimulate audience questions. He has
portions of secret WWII cerman reports on
several subjects, including drag calculations
and wind tunnel testing of captured P-51
airfoils. This should prove to be an
interesting meeting for everyone, but
especially for those of you who want more
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MINITTES OF TEE
ocroBER 20, 1990 MEETTNC

Andy opened the meeting asking for any
visitors and found Larry Smothers had returned
for a second time looking for information on
how to join. He then announced the day's
program, which was to be Don Westergren talking
on how to use scales models to perform proof
of concept testing, and Jerry Blumenthal



together a radio control model within the next
year to further test this new concept.

Budd Love asked about the problem of
maintaining proper cG with a prone pilot.
Jerry commented that this was being handled
by the reflect airfoil. Harald Buettner
suggested that one solution would be to put
the pilot into'a severe reclining position
without much gacrafice in canopy area. Jerry
was appreciative of the suggestions, and
commented that he has a lot more research and
analysis to perform to determine the final
outcome.

Andy commented that this is the type of
things we need at the meetings. Models, rough
drawings, a neut concept, etc., can be discussed
by the group and suggestions made which may
or may not help the builder. We need to use
the talent available within TWITT to help each
other accomplish a common goal.

Andy then introduced Don 9{estergren, who
has given use several excelLent presentations
in the past. This time he brought along a
series of small scale models of challenging
aerodynamic theories he uses to test ideas for
both full size aircraft and scale models of
existing aircraft.

The first one he had was a balsa version
of one of the initial test models of an ultra
light. canard meant for a trans-Atlantic
attempt. He showed the group what can be done
with them using a variety of CG positions.
one test of stability he finds helpful is to
hold the aircraft above your head and drop it
so it free falls. A forward CG will cause the
nose to drop before it hits the floor. When
it falls flatly you have probably reached the
aft CG position and can now try to fly it and
check for stability. This technique can also
be used to check for spin recovery
possibilities by giving it a twist as you go
of it.

Don uses alI types of materials to make his
test models, including: balsa wood, manila
folder cardboard, styrofoam, hardwood, etc.
The idea is to acheive the basic shape and
balance. He had models of the space shuttle,
F-16s, F-4s, and the old circular flying wing
of Lee Richards (which he went on to build as
a radio control model).

Don used his shuttle model to show how to
determine the forward CG limit. By giving the
model full up elevator and adjusting the CG
until it will still fly correctly, the forward
Ce can be found and the CG range determined.

He then pulled out a scale model of the
current USS Enterprise from Star Trek. With
sufficient clay to provide balance for the
engine pods on the rear, Don was able to show
it can be flown in the atmosphere. The CG
apparently is just ahead of the bridge area,
which would make performance of the separation
maneuver a little tricky to control. Don
hasn't thought out aII the problems associated
with trying to put engines in the pods and
feels they probably wiII have to kept very
light with the engine on the front of the
saucer.

Don then narrated a video he brought that

shows some of the various models he has built
over the years. These included the Voyager,
ShuttIe, Lee Richards #3 flying toilet seat,
and a flying dragonfly (double wings and all).
(We have not included his discussion during
the tape here since it would be difficult to
relate his cornments to the events on the tape. )

We then showed Bernie cross' video of the
Bumble Bee during set, flight and tear-down.
These were from old films converted to video
so there was no sound, but it was all varily
self explanatory. There were al-so a few scenes
from oshkosh which gave us a little flavor of
what it was like this year.

After the video there was no other business
and the meeting was adjourned.

LETTERS TO TEE EDITOR

to/re/eo

T9IITT:

I very much have enjoyed reading your
newsletters. However. I seem to have missed
a few issues.

Would it be possible to send the foJ-lowing
back issues: #4 (Sept 86), #31 (July 89), and
#44 (Feb 90). To cover costs of,
copying/mailing I have enclosed funds for t[iS,
my annual renewal and a }ittle extra for Lhe
kitty to keep up the good work

Would it be possible to visit and look at
the tailless wing library in the near future?
If you would include your phone number, I would
be happy to call you to see if/when it would
be possible (convienent).

Thanks very much for your assistance with
this matter.

Bert Postma
Stanford Flying Club

(Ed. Note: First, we wouTd Tike to thank Bert
for iis donation to the WIITT fund. Bob
Fronius, in whose hanger MITT js head-
quartered. can be reached at (619) 224-1497
after about 9:O1PM during the week and
weekends. We wouLd like you to consider
coordinating your trip to San Diego to occur
during one of our reguTar meetings, and if
possibTe give us a report on whaX is happening
in your area or yout own personaT experiences
with taiTl.ess aircraft. This wouLd aTso give
you an opportunity to meet some of the other
members and discuss common issues. I,Ieetings
are on the third Saturday of xhe month, except
December has no meeting. PLease give Bob a
ca77. )

TWITT:

While I realize that most of our members
are primarily interested in tailless gliders
and J-ight aircraft, my collection of data on
winged things includes many miJ-itary jets.
I'll send in a few drawings, three views, and



articles for the newsletter and we'11 see who
else is interested.

The enclosed items if from Lloyd Jones book
U.S. Fiqhters. The Douglas F4D-1 Skyray (also
called the "Ford" ) has always been a personal
favorite of mine. The aerodynamics were
developed mainly from captured documents
dealing with Lippisch's work.

I've also enclosed two photos of models from
my collection. The Horten IX is from a Pioneer
kit, and the Northrup N-1M is from a Vacuform.
Both are 1/71 sca1e.

Best Wishes

Kevin Renshaw
10055 Farmers Branch
Fort Worth, TX 76108

(Ed. Note: Thanks for the input. The modeL
pictures and Skyray information can be found
el-sewhere in this issue. If any others of you
are interested in this type of taiTless
aircraft Let us know so we can make sure stuff
l-ike this gets into the newsletter. You night
also want to correspond direetTy with Xevin. )

AVAII,ABLE PLANS/REFERENCE MATERIAI

Tailless Aircraft Biblioqraphv
by Serge Krauss
Cost: S20
Order from: Serge Krauss

3114 Edgehill Road
Cleveland Hts., OH 44118

Horten Hlc construction drawings with fuLl size
airfoil layout. 30 sheets 24" x 36" with
specification manual. Price: $115.

Horten Newsletter
Cost: $5 per year for US/57.50 foreign
Order from:

The folLowing was found in the Los AnqeLes
Times newspaper on about I,Iay 4th or 5th.
Hopef u77y ioieone f rom wtITT ;iLI be'ab7e ,toprovide some heTp

RESTORING '40s Northrop N9MB Flying Wing, need
experienced volunteer woodworkers. Saturday
work only. CaII David Murray at (818) 369-8056
for details.

FLYING WING SAILPLANE PLANS AND KTTS: Two
time-proven, 13m homebuilt designs suitable
for the novice pilot. Build either the MONARCH
"F" ULTRALIGHT (19 to 1), or the PIONEER rI-D
(35 to J-) sailplane. Info packs $8 each, or
S15 for both. Marske Aircraft Corp., 130
Crestwood Drive, Michigan City, IN 46360

AVIATION

From the September
magazine.

Finalists Announced fn
Contest

NOTES

1990 Sport Aviation

Aircraft Spruce Design

Five designers have been selected as
finalists in the Aircraft Spruce & Specialty
Modern Aircraft Design Contest...chosen from
150 submissions from all- over the world. AII-
designs were required to incorporate one or
more 150 hp Buick/Rover engine conversion.
As announced at Oshkosh '90 by Aircraft Spruce
president Jim Irwin, the finalists were: (Ed
lloter We have onTy incTuded the one f inal-ists
that happen to be a flying wing design.)

Hakan Langebro, a 24 year old aeronautical

$ss"xN

FIight Engineering
2453 Liberty Church
Temple, cA 30179
(4O4) 562-3sL2

and Developments
Road



engineer from Malmo, Sweden. His design,
called the LA-3 Spectre, is a 4-place flying
wing constructed almost entirely of composity
materials. Langebro is currently an assistant
chief designer and project engineer for a
4-seat, composite light transport and utility
aircraft.

(Other winners r^rere: Guy Lockwood of
Phoenix; Edward MacDonough of Atlanta; Buckley
Stamps of vero Beach; and James Terry of
Andover, KS. )

From The Flier, The Publication of the san
Diego Hang Gliding Association

"How Far Have We Come, How High Can We Go" by
Marcus Salvemini

(Ed. Note: The foTTowing was extracted trom
Marcus' articLe. As you may recall he was a
guest speaker at the Febrary 1990 meeting where
he demonstrated the Paraglider.)

Every year for the past 15 years the town
of TeIluride has hosted a hang gliding festival
and the world aerobatics championships. This
year several Paraglider pilots were invited
to come and fly along and demonstrate the
capa-bilities of these new wings (often referred
to as 'pair-a-panties' derived from the French
work for paraglider "parapente". )

When I arrived on Tuesday I was met by an
enthusiastic Ed Pitman who was excited about
his flight of the previous day where he had
managed to get to 15r500' in his paraglider,
a new record for this site.

Lauch was at L2,25O' MSL and the valley
floor was at 8,800' MSL. After surviving the
perilous drive up the mountain...

I knew I was in for good flight when I saw
the clouds building about 10r000' above launch,
and... I launched in almost zero wind and
immediately hooked a 500 fpm thermal. I stuck
with it until about 15r000' and vario finally

stopped going off. I found myself about a
guarter mile behind launch and started heading
for a thermal... This was the elevator I was
looking for, and it took me up at about 800
fpm to just under 17 r 600'.

As soon as I got over 17,000' the air was
so smooth I could not go wrong. Thinking I
was doing just great I looked around at the
other para-pilots climbing below me not
noticing that some other guy in a red glider
had gotten higher than me already! I could
not believe my eyes! ! Ed Pitman and one other
l-ocal, Joel, managed to get to 1?,900'.

Hakan Langebro's LA-3 Spectre

The next day I did the same fJ-ight but with
oxygen this time and although I just made it
to 17,000' I I managed to go across the valley
to the other range about 6 miles away from
launch.

(Ed Note: DeveTopments within the hang gTider
and paragLider fieTds have progressed quite
rapidTy. These kinds of performance, aTong
wiXh some 300 niTe straight Tine fTights, could
make one wonder it fTying a 925,000 high
performance glass job is reaLLy that much of
a chaLlenge any more.)

ADDITTON TO TWITT LIBRARY

Tasso Proppe has donated the following to the
library:

A set of
eerman jet engine designs entitled
Lehrbildreihe Nr. 240 ( Zell u. Farbdia)
Jumo-Sondertriebwerk, 109004 B-1, published
October 1944.

There appears to be about 50 slides in the set.
Tuto Figueroa, our resident engine expert will
probably enjoy going through these and perhaps
we can convince him to give us an overview
presentation at some future meeting.



DOUGLAS F-5 SKYRAY (F4D-1)

From: U.S. Fighters, by Lloyd Jones

In selecting the name Skyray, Douglas
could not have chosen a more descripti-ve
title for their F4D-1. The Skyray was
a compact design with smoothly flowing
Iines giving it an unmistakable
planform. Its semi-delta wing was
developed from the research done by Dr.
Alexander Lippisch for Germany during
World War II.

Design of a short-ran9€, fast
ctimbing, carrier-borne interceptor was
requested by the Navyrs Bureau of
Aeronautics in L947. The Bureau was
intrigued with the potential offered
by the delta configuration and asked
Douqlas engj-neers to investigate this
shape. Extensive wind tunnel tests 1ed
to the creation of the bat-like form,
which was not strictly a delta but a
highly-swept wing of very 1ow aspect
ratio. A11 the hor j-zontal f lying
controls were attached to the wing
trailing edge classi-fying the Skyray
as tttailLess. rl

Two XF4D-1rs were ordered in 1948,
these to be buil-t around the
Westinghouse J40 then under developrnent.
The engines were not ready by the time
the airframes were completed so
Allison's 5, 0OO0 lb. J35-A-17 was
substituted for the initial flights,
the first of these taking place on
January 23, L95L. The alternate engine,
with its lesser power output,
complicated the flight test program and
the Skyray was unable to reveal its
potential performance until an XJ40-WE-6
was installed. However, with 2r000 lbs.
more power, the XF4D-1- was stil-1
underpowered. On March 15, 1953, the
Navy decided to instal-l- a Pratt &

Whitney J57-P-2 on production Skyrays,
eventually canceling the Westinghouse
engine.

The changeover to the Pratt & Whitney
engine necessitated a redesign of nearly
eighty percent of the airfrarne to

accomrnodate the larqer engine. To save
tirne, the redesign was done whil-e the
first production planes were taking
shape.

While the modifications were taking
place on the producti-on 1i-ne, the second
XF4D-I-, re-engined with an afterburning
J4O-WE-8, established a worldrs speed
record of 753.4 nph on October 3, 1953 r
becoming the first carrier plane to hold
that honor. Eventually, the Skyray set
no less than seven official speed
records.

The initial fliqht of the first
production F4D-1, with the Pratt &

Whitney engine, took place on June 5,
1954; the plane easily slipped past Mach
1 in level fliqht. A chanqe in the
inl-et duct to improve the engine air
flow was required before the Skyray was
ready for delivery; then the figh!.er
was absorbed into Navy and Mari-ne
squadrons. The last Skyray wbs
completed in December 1958, rnaking a
total of 42O F4D-l-s.

The span of the Skyrayrs 557 square
foot winq was 33r 6rr. Overall length
was 45t 8tt, height was 13 | . Ernpty
weight was 16 ,O24 \bs, gross weight was
27,OOO l-bs with 1-240 gallons of fuel
in both internal and drop tanks.
Operational Skyrays had a maxj-mum speed
of 695 mph at 36,000r using the Pratt
& Whj-tney J57-P-8B of l-O,5OO l-bs with
the afterburner. Service cei-l-inq was
55, 000 r .

Four 20 rnm cannons were located in
the Skyray's wing. Two Sidewinder
missil-es and two rocket pods carried
nineteen 2.751t FFARTs suppJ-ementing the
cannons on intercept missions.

(Pictures and a three view can be found
on succeeding pages. )



DOUGLAS
F.6 SKYRAY (F4D-1)

The prototype Skyray u,itb the Westingbouse engines Douglas
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Douglas F-6A
(F4D-1)
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WINGTHING
liorthinr Degirn Tanets

All pieces and perto rnrst be beautiful, espeeially when aesernbled.
Pronr trailer to flieht in five ninutea.
Eaaier to build thgn lrcet, and lese expenaive.
Above average performence, but aafer to fly.

Conderrrad Descriotion

Hingthing ains at outstanding control, ecpeeially at very lor airspeed,
like landing. Clean sinplicitl Bod proportions, and the right airfoil
predict it rill fly ae well as the rcdel, rhich nskee stable tight turns,one
nrdder nrcving out only, and together (to 8Oo out) elininatee spoilers.

I\rin sticke control elevons aeparately or together, twist gripe control
nrddere, elininating pedala. Separate munting in each half allows wings to
fold (bottonside) rithout dieturbing controls. They fold in half (f2* ft.
spen) with integral fins end ruddere. 5f foot elevons literally plug in,
aelf-aligning with controls.

Croculated C*nt

The first objective ia too subjective to deserve corment.I

3 Leae like it looka than it looke. Laninated balsa trailing edges* make
short work of curvaceoua contours. (Pointed renarks ebout pointy tail will
be ignored). Poan core Epers akinned with akinny plyrrood, carbon caps and
m:rmrif ied rith fiberglae. Endless canopy iterations becarne 3 clean f lat
facee. Mylar akin (unepoiled by epoilerg) bonds to all surfaces via 3M's
Very High Bond tape.

4 Pilot and airfrane C.G.'a coincide. Sticks nove fore end aft only, and
rudders turn out only. Lorering wingloading by half lowers turning radius
by half. l{ill ringthing circle with buzzarde?

Dirrdventarer

I Having any.
2 Hang gliders are leaet popular rith honebuilders.
3 Therefore, plans for self-launching tlingthings were underway (2 ft. nrore

aPen, fully encl. etc.) when tirne ran out, forcing them to hibernate.
4 tlingthing's finest feature forced open-bottorned cockpit. lling couldn't

fold rhen faired.
5 Hingthing's (and pilot's) bottom rurbulate a terrible toll in L/D.

2 Only 3 pieces. Heaviest hunk about
50 lbe. No toole needed.

* llore proof that popular
reaeon Voyager fler its
could do it.

Asaernbly takes a lot less long,
and CAI{'T be got together rong.

opinion is the Breatest lie in the world: The REAL
fanrous flight ra6 to prove balsa trailing edges

-8-
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